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Let h b an integer with h ;b 2. A Ir;rapR G is called critically h--conmcted or h-critical if G is 
h-connected while, for every vertex u of G, the graph G -u is mt h-connected. c& denotes the 
class of all h-c&id graphs and SB the class of all graphs of Cg in which every vertex is adjacent 
toavertexofdegreeh.~and~arethedassesof maximum graphs in % and d, respectively. 
Entiger’s characterization of # for h = 2 shows that e# $8 in case h = 2. Here J$ is 
detemimd for each ha2. Then it is shown that @=a for h-3 and it is conjectured that 
@=a for each ha3. 

We use [2] for basic terminology and notations, but speak of vertices and edges 
instead of points and lines. Accordingly we denote the edge set of a graph G by 
E(G). 

If G is a connected graph, then by a cut of G we mean a set of vertices of G 
whose deletion results in a disconnected grap!~. If TI and T2 are cuts of G, then 
TI interferes with Tz if at least two components of G-T1 contain vertices of T2. 
An h-cut is a cut of h elements. A vertex u of G is critic(rrl if K(G - v) < K(G). G 

is called crit&&~ly h-connected, or briefly h-critical, if K(i”J) = h and every vertex 

of G is critical. 
If 3 is a class of graphs, then the elementi of 3 are cahed (&graphs. The set of 

graphs in 3 with n vertices is denoted by ‘9,. G is a maximum S-graph if no 
g-graph with IV(G)1 vertices has more edges than G. The set of maximum 
%&graphs is denoted by & h(n) is the number of edges of graphs in @,,. 

Let h be a f&d integer with h 22. By c& we denote the set of all k-critical 
graphs. Se is the subset of ‘%: consisting of all ,rt-connected graphs in which every 
vertex is adjacent to a vertex of degree h. The set 48 is defined by 48 = % -J& For 
a graph G, M(G)=(u E V(G) i deg, u = h), K(G) = V(G)-M(G), p(G) = 

L EM(@) degCM(GIsu and B(G) is the set of edges of 5; with one end in K(G) and 

the other in M(G). For the sake of notational sim@icity we have chosen not to 
express the fact that the above notions depend on h; unless h is specified, 
propositions involving the relevant notions will hold for each h a2. 

We use [x] to denote the greatest integer less than or equal to X. 
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Throughout this section h will&s a fixed integer with h *2. 
IWting&atnoh-cxmnected , grap?B wiih Pess thah h+ 1 vetia exists, we first 

de& & for h+l&*2L’D&ne; for h/lenS2h; the graph H, as 
E0WW8: 

(a) VW = {al, v2, . . . 9 ~1; 

(WI N(v,)=(v2,~3,...,21h+5; 

(d N(v2)=(vl,vn-h+2,v~-_h+jr== l ,vd; 

W (~3. v4, . . . , u,) is complete. 
; cieazly, H&sz~. 

ti 1, Ifh+lenS2h, then ~~(n)=$(n2-S+4h+4) clnd&=(&,}. 

proaf, ‘LRt G be an s&,-graph with h + 1 s n s2h. ‘Then G contains, by definition 
of SQ, two adjacent vertices ill and v2 with deg u1 = deg u2= h. Hence 

\E(G)I = 2h - 1 +\E(G -{cl, PI&\ 

(1) 

cl*- equality IxWs in.(l). Then G-{q, v3 is wmphqte; furthermore, since G 
is h-taz?xd and every vertex of G ti tijacent uo a vertex of degree .h, one 
easily deduczs that N(v&J N(v& E=: V(G). ~%ese properties determine G up to 
isomorphismzGr& n 

We m by de-g (for na.2h + 1) an upper bound for the number of 
edges of ate &-graph G in case IK(G)I has a pres&bed value. Let the function fn 
be de5ed by 
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Pmof. Let G be an &-graph with IK(G)I = k. Then 

(E(G)1 = IEW(G)))I + IE(OWG)))l + IWG)l 

ek 
G) 

+ MG) + c Ch - de&M,,,u) 
ueM(cs) 

=4k(k-l)+h(sr-k)-+(G). 

Since G E s2, p(G) 3 (M(G)( = n - k. Thus 

(2) 

jE(G)(+k(k--1)+&r-k)-&(ra- k)=f,(k), 

proving the first part of the lemma. 
Now let na2h+l and assume first that k41-2. Then 

lEWdI = i( c de&v+ c de&v() 
FK(G) uaM(G) I 

s$(k(n - 1)+ h(n - k)) = $((n - I. --a h)k + hn) 

+((n-1-h)(h-2)+hn)=f,(h)-&F+-2) 

<f,(h)-1 unless h=2 and n=5. 

Assume next that k = h - 1 (and n ~2h + 1). Then, since G is h-connected, 
G -K(G) is connected, implying that IE((M(G)))I 2 1 V((M(G)})J - 1, or, equival- 
ently, p(G) B2(n - k). From (2) we deduce that 

IE(G)I+(h-l)(h-2)+h(n-h+l)-(n-h) 

=f,(h)-&I-h-2) 

<f,(h)-1 unless h=2and n=5. 0 

In the following lemma an upper bound for the cardinality of \X(G>l in an 
SIZ,,-graph G is obtained. Define 

kL= 
II 1 

i 

h-l 
-n 

h : 

ifn+hmod2h, 

- 
-n-l 

h 
if n+mod2h. 

Lwnma 3. If G is cm s&,-graph, then JK(G)Jsk,. 

Proof. Let G be an se,-graph. Every vertex of K(G) has a neighbour in A/i(G), 
so 

P(G)/ 3 lUG)\. (3) 

On the other hand, every vertex of M(G) has at most h - 1 neighbours in K(G), 
since each vertex of M(G) also has at least one neighbour in M(G). Hence 

IS( =+ - 1) IM(G)( = (h - I)(13 --1WG)\3. (4) 



To complete the .proof- we show thai the ing&ity (5) is fit& if n = h mod 2h. 
&sume &at n = 2hi+ h and (5) holds* wifh equality. Then JIM(G)/ = 2i + 1. Since 
(4) alao holds with equ&y, the graph$W(G)) L re&ar of de&e 1, implying that 
lM(G)l is even, a contradiction. Cl 1’ L 

Lemmas 2 and 3 enable Us to determine tm @.&et bound for N&(n) in case 
na2h+l. DeBne ~ I > 

a(+=~&)]; ’ 1 ’ 

l[rdBBIII4.LetGbean~-~~hsuchf~tn~2h+landdtherh#2orn#5. 
Tha iE(G)lSa(n). Morw, t4nleds hLy 3 and rt = 7, jE’IG)I = dn) only if 
IK(G)l= &,,; if h = 3 and n = 7, then lE(G)i = a(n) only if iK(G)\l E{k, - 1, k}. 

E!tuof. Let G satisfy the wnditions of the ~&IIM. For x > h, f”(x) is an increasing 
fnmctionofx.Sincen~2h+1,k,~h.~yusingLLenunas2and3itfollowstbat 

lE(G)I~V,(kIl 
and,ifk,=h, 

IHG)I = CfnkJ O~Y if IIW)l = k. 

Now assume k, ah + 1. For every x we have 

f,(x)-f,(x-1)=x+-~, 

@Wng that &(s1)]=cf,&-1)3 if and only if R= h+l and f,(k) is not 
~~g~-dued, i.e., if and only if h =3 and n = 7,~s is eas@ checked. The res& 
Mows. 0 

Ve finally show that pa(n) = a(n) for all na h + 1 and characterize a. 
Let 1, CL+ 7’; be the graphs depicted in Fig. 1 a.1148 define a class %! of graphs 

Fig. 1. 
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by the assertion that a graph G with n vertices belongs to %’ if and only if the 
following requirements are met: 

(i) nHh+l; 
(ii) lK(G)I = k,, and (K!O)) is complete; 
(iii) if n-k, iseven&& @#(G))=&~k&;~if n-k isodd, then (M(G))= 

P3u#(?P~-3)&;~ ‘ ’ /. , ’ * \ 
(iv) every verb& H. K@l&is i@id~pt with at least ompxip of B(G); 
(v) if ul and uz are thy verti&~~_~f a obrnponent of (.M(c3_)) isomorphic to P2, 

then ((N(u~) uhfo) ng(ojl a ii. 
Note that &=@ if h=2 and n=5; if h#2 or n#S, then &,f@ for all 
cz a2h + 1. In Fig. 2 tur element of &,*, is sketched for h = 3 and in 
(1 2 9 , . . . , Zh}; i isj3-n +rbi* posit&~ &teger. 

For h=2 &,-graphs, are unique up to is~~rpI&m uuless n=2mod4 and 
n# 6. For h a 3 Xngraphs.are uriique up ,to isomorphism if and only if n = 
0 mod 2h or n 15 (h - 1) mod%. For relevant value of h 8tlc1 n, nonisomorphic 
%“-graphs can be obtain& from one another by repeatedly applying the following 
operation: find two vertices trl and ~2 of degree greater than k such that ul has at 
least two neighbours’of tip h, u5 md u2 say; replace the edge ulu, by the edge 
U2~1~ 

Deflne 

f 
%? ifh#2,3, 

d= XU{C,) I ifh-2, 

X’ U {TV, T;) if h = 3. 

Anti For h id s n <2h we are fbp~uph by Lemma 1 and the observation that 

1”Tow let n 32h + 1. We distinguish three cases. 
lcasel. :h~2orn#S~an;d(h#3orn#7).~~n~~i;c:pl.sinceevelv~~-graph 

is an ~&,-graph with a(n) edges and, by Lemma *1, p&(n)ea(n), it follows that 
&&(n)=a(n). It remains .to be shown that.4 =Xm. 

Let G be m &-graph. Then.(K(o)} is complete, kptherwise an h-graph with 
mare edges than G w;ould’be &tai&d by joinitxg tw$~ nonadjacent vertices of 
K(G) by an e&e. Now imx@ity (2) holds witkkquatity: . I ” 

IE(G)I =g IK(G)I @C(G)l- l)+ h(n -lK(G)I)-$p(G). (6) 

Bly Lemma 4, I.K(G)I=k,. Substitutbg l.K(G)I by k,, and [E(G)1 by a(n), one 
&duces from (6) that p(G)=n-k,, =IM(G)I if n-k,, is even and p(G)= 
n. - k: + I= IM(G)I-I- 1 if n - k, is odd. Since 6(@:‘(G)))& 1 by definition of SQ, it 
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follows that (M(G))e#n - k,JP2 if n is even and (M(G))=P, U$(n - k,, - 3)P, if 
n is odd. Using the de&&ion of & once more, we conclude that GE 9&,. 

close 2. h =2 and n = 5. Clearly, Cs is the only d-graph with five vertices. 
Hence ,A&) = 5 = a(5). 

Case 3. k--3 and n=7. By Lemma 4, pJ7)sa(7)= 13. All graphs in 
X, U{T,, Ts) &e &-graphs with 13 edges. Conversely, suppose G is an &-graph 
with 13 edges. By Lemma 4, (K(G)1 = k, = 4 or lK(G)) = k, - 1 = 3. If [K(G)1 = 4, 
then, like in Case 1, GE%‘,. If IlK( = 3, then (6) implies that p(G) =4 = 
IM(O)l, so that (M(G))=2P,. Smce G E &, it follows that G = T, or G = T$. Cl 

Theorem 5 contains [l, Lemma 21. 

3. tzbamctWnof Qbgraphefor h=3 

Assume throughout this section that h = 3. We shah present some evidence for 
the following result 

lheorem 6. p&2)=4(n) for n24 and @ =d. 

Theorem 6 is epuivalent to the assertion that h(n)< a(n) for n ~4. It is, 
however, convenient to prove the following slightly stronger statement. 

Lemma 7. 

cLgp(X1)~ 
a(n,)-1 if n+Omod6, 
a(n)-2 if n=Omod6. 

TO get an impression of the proof of Lemma 7, which is by induction on n, let 
G be a %graph. Then G contains a vertex p with N(p) c K(G). L.et S be a 3-cut of 
G coutaining p. In the proof several cases with respect to th_e structure of (S) are 
distinguished. In each case two smaller c&-graphs are constructed from G. 
Thereby an upper bound for IE(G)l is obtained via the induction hypothesis. For 
the proof in full detail, which is quite long, we refer to [3]. Here we only treat the 
case that (S) is complete. More precisely, we shall prove the following lemma. 

Legaaaa 8. Let G be a 48,~graph which contains a 3-cut S ={p, ql, qJ such thut 
N(p) c K(G) and (S) is complete. If, for all m c n, 

h(m)6 
a(m)-1 ifmfOmod6, 
a(m)-2 if mrOmod6, 

then 

a(n)-1 ifnf0 mod6, 

IE(C”s{a(n)-2 if n =O mod 6. 



kmma 10 is applied in the proof of the next lemma. 

W ‘ll. lf v is a wtcx of &we 3 in a %qqa& ,th (N(u)) is not complete. 

Run& ‘kt G. ,tre a %+!a&; u’d vertex of-‘G of degree 3 and U a 3-cut of G 
staining v. By Lemma 10, U contains a vertex which is not in -(&J N(w). 
Hence N(v) interferes with U, By Lemina 9, U also interferes with N(o). In 
partkuhu, N(v) contains a pair of nonadj&cen,i ver&zes. 0 

RUM& Let G satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Fxvrn Lemma 3 and its proof it 
is apparent that lK(G)l~4k - I. Hence 

lE(G)I s f “i”“) + 3 IM(G)l<#4k - 1)(4k - 2) + 3(2k + 1) 

=8k2+4-a((ik)-3k+4+sa(6k)-2. r] 

Although lhe upper lxx& In Lemma 12 is far fr0mAbrp, it is aU we need in 
the proof ofTemma 8 (and ~Lemma 7). 

mLDoB@iI qm 8. Assume that all wnditions of Lemma 8 are satisfied. Let 
{Qa, QJ be a partition of V(G)- S SU& ,that (CL\I) IS a disjoint union of one or 
mark component of G-S (i = I., 2). Construct ~XXMKII Gi the graphs GI and G2 as 
depiced in Fig. 3. It %I easily seen &at G1. axid G% #we WnnecteiL sinoe (S) is 
complete, no 3-cut of G interferes with S, so that, bjr Lemmd 9, I’S interferes with 
no 3-c~ of G. Hence if U is LI 3-cutof G with ILJnC&#jtiI, thefi UcQUS, 
implying that u is a 3+ut of Gi ~MI (i = 1,2). %‘4us all1 vertices of Q, being critical 
in G, sue also d&al in Gi (i := 1,2). ‘be remainiiig vertices of Gn, having a 
neighh~~ of dqree 3, are critical too (i = 1,2). Hence GI and Gz are %wm@s. 
From Lemma 11, one easily deduces that lQ@53, so that !/V(G,)I<IV(G)( 
(i = 1, ?). If Gi EL& then IE(Gi:bIs a(lV(Gi)l) by Theorem 5; if Gi E 3, then 
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Fig. 3. 

IE(Gi)) s a(1 V( Gi))) by the conditions of Lemma 8. Looking at Fig. 3 we now 
deduce that 

\E(G)I s IE(G,)l + lE(Gz.)l- 13 

~a((IQ1l-2)+7)+a(n-(/Q1l-2))- 13 

G,I~.~I. ,{a(x+7)+a(n-x)-13) 

= max 
lb;x~~n--1)/27-3 

{a(x+7)+a(n-x)-13}. 

Let &(x)=a(x+7)+a(n-x)-13. It is easily checked that, if ls6i+j< 
C(n - m-3, 445*+ l ) z 1 is 8 decreasing function of i for each j with O<j s 5. 
Hence 

Straightforward checking yields that, for 1 sx dmin(6, [(n - 1)/2]- 3}, 

&(x)sa(n)-2 if n=Omod6; 

furtherrni)iz. for 1 e x srnir46, [(n - 1)/2] - 3}, 

f#J&~~U(n)-1 if n+Omod6, 

except in thre cases. We show that IE( G)I s a(n) - 1 jn each of these cases. 
Case 1. n = 6k + 1, x = 1 (k *2): #hk+l(l) = a(6k + Y)+2. 
In Fig. 3 there are two analogous possibilities corresponding to x = 1: either 

IV(GJ =8 and IV(&)1 =6k, or IV(G,)l = ;jk and IV(GJ1 = 8. We proceed with 
the fiat possibility. G1 4 &, since K(G,) contains a vertex with two neighbours of 
degree 3. Since llgg(8) =C a(8) - 1, it follows that (E(G,)\ <a(8) - 1. From Lemma 
12 and the fact that p&6k)ba(6k)-2 we deduce that IE(G2)(ca(6k)-2. Thus 
instead of lE(G)l a&k+z(l) we reach the stronger con&rsion that 

JE(G)I~&+,(l)-3=a(6k+l)-1. 

Case 2. n==6&-tl, x=5 (ka2): &k+1(5)=a(6k+1)-12k-+-26. 



&k+1(5) > u(6k + 1) - 1 only if k = 2. Then, however, we are back in Case 1, 
since &3(5) = &Al)* 
‘ Case 3. n-7 6R+3, x A:‘1 (k * 1): #+&I) = rr(6k +3) + 1. 

Then @ i?&.; 5 kitber IV(G&+$ a& IV(Gdl= 6k +“r!, or IV(Gi)l = QktZ aad 
IV(&)]=& In’parthhr9 I~(~)\h&z~x%6 (i=3,?). Sines M(G,‘) con- a 
vertex with t&o &i@cms of degree 3, it follows that Gi $3 (i = l!, 2). Thus, in 
tact, 2 

~E?(G)I~&k+&)-2 = a(6k i-3)- 1. 

The proof is completed by verifying the following inequalities: 

+6k+l, ll)Ga(6k+l)-I (ka.3), 

4(6k+3,7)w(6k+3)-1 (ka3). 0 

4. DkJcmhn 

In Section 3 it appeared that h(n:KfiJn) for h =3. For large values of h, 
&-graphs have a very high edge density. We expect that, for increashg vahes of 
h, &d(n) will grow more rapidly than k(n), leading us to the following conjec- 
tUE. 

C@eche “p3. For all hs3, k(rt)=a(n) (nsh+l) and @=a. 
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